Fremont Ross High School

Little Giants

Senior Awards

May 14, 2020
Clara Ross & W.W. Ross
Good Citizen Award
Fremont Federal Credit Union Scholarship
Olivia Thomas
Fremont Lions Club
Student of the Year Award
Travis Bowlus
Rotary Club
Student of the Year
Rotary Club
STRIVE Scholarship
Eddie Bradford, Logan Ruffing, & Sam Rutherford
Rotary Club
Del Shulz Special Award
Sydney Karn
Rotary Club
Link/Interact Scholarship
Emmah Fitzgerald
&
Bridget Thomas
Fremont Kiwanis Club Endowment Fund Scholarship
Lillian Clapp
&
Lillie Swinehart
Soroptimist International Scholarship
Kortini Joseph
Crown Battery Scholarship
McKayla Carnicom, Kaylee Dodson, & Brianna Fraley
Learning & Liberty
Fremont Ross High
Scholarship

Funded by:
Learning & Liberty Foundation,
Crown Battery, and
Style Crest Inc.
Kortini Joseph
&
Aaron Chavez
Learning & Liberty
Fremont Ross High School
Positive Attitude
Scholarship
Learning & Liberty
Senior Trustee Award
Aaron Chavez
Bridget Thomas
&
Aaron Chavez
Ministry Excellence Scholarship
Sabrina Flores
Sandusky County Safety Council
Emmah Fitzgerald
Chamber of Commerce of Sandusky County Foundation Scholarship
Isabelle Held
Chamber of Commerce of Sandusky County Foundation
Skilled Trades Scholarship
Pro Medica
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary
Mary Dalton Scholarship
Hayley Lawrence
The Big Nut Scholarship
Hayley Lawrence
VFW Post 2947 Scholarship
Hayley Lawrence
Don W. Miller Scholarship
Arnold Family Scholarship
Bridget Thomas
AAA School Safety Patrol Scholarship
Carol Vaffis
Memorial Scholarship
Atkinson Elementary Staff
Madison Hunt
&
Alexis Prenzlin
Lutz Elementary PTO Scholarship
Zachary McNutt
Nicholas Mayle
Stamm Elementary Staff/PTO Scholarship
Kaylee Dodson
&
Jacob Wylykanowitz
Wendelle C. Miller
Washington Elementary
PTO Scholarship
Kortini Joseph
&
Hunter Jones
Croghan Elementary School/PTO Scholarship
Kayla Glotzbach &
Isabelle Held
Hayes Elementary PTO Scholarship
Kaden White
Otis Elementary PTO Scholarship
McKela Elder
&
Aaron Chavez
Alex Clark Scholarship
Aaron Chavez
Paul R. Brough Memorial Scholarship
Isabelle Held
OAPSE Local #321 Scholarship
Kayla Glotzbecker
FEA Scholarship
Isabelle Held
Sara Horn
Memorial Scholarship
Kaylee Dodson
Mark D. Gipe
Memorial Scholarship
Mason DeWalt
Shelby Level
&
Isaac Minor
Art & Lisa Bucci Scholarship
Chris Hull
Athletic Scholarship
Tristjan Hull
Isabelle Held
Fremont Ross Athletic Booster Scholarship
McKela Elder, Kayla Glotzbecker, Alanya Peiffer, Benjamin Gedeon, Nicholas Mayle, & Dylan Weisenauer
Teen Leadership Corp
Mary Ann Creamer
Leadership Scholarship
Hayley Lawrence
Leadership Sandusky County Scholarship
Kayla Glotzbecher, Kortini Joseph, & Lillie Swinehart
United States Army
Post 9/11 GI Bill
Sarah Widman
Samantha Voelzke, Samuel Weiker,
Cole Goodwin, Justin Inks, Cyrus Lagrou,
John Lotycz, Zachary McNutt, Jadyn Rapp,
Alec Slemmer, & Evan Zender
Senior Women’s Service Award
Chelsea Aberg,
Kayla Glotzbecker,
Isabelle Held,
& Hayley Lawrence
American Association Of University Women
Gene H. Perry Scholarship
Kortini Joseph
&
Marissa Terraza-Cobo
Council for Developmental Disabilities of Sandusky County
Ashtyn Schneider & Bridget Thomas
Mary Hedrick Scholarship
Zachary McNutt
The Harry (Bill) & Carolyn Rhodes Academic Award
Alayna Peiffer
&
Aaron Chavez
Margaret Fox Scholarship
Olivia Lagrou-Godfrey
Class of 1950 Scholarship
McKela Elder
Perfect Attendance
2 Year Award
2018-2020
Brandon Kidd
Perfect Attendance
2019-2020
Travis Bowlus
&
Logan Ruffing
Eagle Scout Recognition Award
Travis Bowlus
Fremont Ross
Academic Booster Awards

First Year Award:

Anesty Brown-Smith
Camryn Schornak
Ivan Starkweather
Ellen Stover
Sarah Watson
Fremont Ross
Academic Booster Awards

Second Year Award:

Dontrez Brown
McKayla Carnicom
Christopher Dyson
Drew Garza
Clarissa Mendoza

Logan Ruffing
Alyssa Schaffer
Jordan Star
Stormy Vallance
Braden Ward
Fremont Ross
Academic Booster Awards

Third Year Award:

Andrew Burroughs
Jaden Greene
Zachary McNutt
Alayna Peiffer

Matthew Perry
Taylor Pitt
Mekhia Williams
Fremont Ross
Academic Booster Awards
Fourth Year Award:

Silvestre Alonso
Emily Bendy
Travis Bowlus
Noah Brickner
Aaron Chavez
Lillian Clapp
Victoria Cole
Sarah Cooper
Jaden Costilla

Mason DeWalt
Zachary Edmonds
McKela Elder
Emmah Fitzgerald
Sabrina Flores
Brianna Fraley
Benjamin Gedeon
Kayla Glotzbecker
Cole Goodwin
Fourth Year Award:

Ta’Shawn Heidelberg  Ethan McClory
Isabelle Held  Mariana Meza
Victoria Humberger  Isaac Minor
Madison Hunt  Daniella Ortiz
Hunter Jones  Kang Ou
Kortini Joseph  Tyler Peck
Olivia Lagrou-Godfrey  Alexis Prenzlin
Hayley Lawrence  Reagan Reau
Shelby Level  Ashtyn Schneider
John Lotycz  Chloe Shorts
Connor Malan  Isaac Smith
Nicholas Mayle  Lillie Swinehart
Fourth Year Award:

Marissa Terraza-Cobo
Olivia Thomas
Adriana Vasquez
Sara Wadsworth
Dylan Weisenauer
Zachary Whipple
Ean White
Sarah Widman
Jacob Wylykanowitz
President’s Award for Educational Excellence

Travis Bowlus
Aaron Chavez
Lillian Clapp
Mason DeWalt
Benjamin Gedeon
Kayla Glotzbecker
Cole Goodwin
Victoria Humberger
Hunter Jones
Kortini Joseph
Shelby Level

Connor Malan
Nicholas Mayle
Mariana Meza
Kang Ou
Lillie Swinehart
Marissa Terraza-Cobo
Olivia Thomas
Sara Wadsworth
Sarah Watson
Jacob Wylykanowitz
State of Ohio Honor Diploma

Silvestre Alonso
Travis Bowlus
Andrew Burroughs
Aaron Chavez
Lillian Clapp
Victoria Cole
Jaden Costilla
Mason DeWalt
Zachary Edmonds
Emmah Fitzgerald
Drew Garza
Benjamin Gedeon
Kayla Glotzbecker

Cole Goodwin
Jaden Greene
Isabelle Held
Victoria Humberger
Hunter Jones
Kortni Joseph
Olivia Lagrou
Hayley Lawrence
Shelby Level
Connor Malan
Nicholas Mayle
Daniella Ortiz
Daniella Ortiz
Kang Ou
State of Ohio Honor Diploma

Tyler Peck
Alayna Peiffer
Alexis Prenzlin
Reagan Reau
Ashtyn Schneider
Lillie Swinehart
Marissa Terraza-Cobo
Olivia Thomas
Adriana Vasquez

Sara Wadsworth
Zachary Whipple
Ean White
Sarah Widman
Mekhia Williams
Jacob Wylykanowitz
Isaac Minor – Career/Tech
Sarah Watson
Additional Scholarships & Awards
Ashland University Athletic Scholarship – Dylan Weisenauer

Ashland University Director Level Scholarship – Dylan Weisenauer

BGSU Alumni Laureate Scholarship – Lillie Swinehart

BGSU Honors Experience Study Abroad Scholarship – Lillie Swinehart

BGSU Robert & Ellen Thompson Scholarship for Working Families – Victoria Cole

BGSU Freshman Academic Scholarship – Kayla Glotzbecker

BGSU Freshman Academic Scholarship – Madison Hunt

BGSU Freshman Academic Scholarship – Kortini Joseph

BGSU Freshman Academic Scholarship – Lillie Swinehart
Heidelberg University Dean’s Scholarship – Matthew Perry

Heidelberg University Faculty Scholarship
   – Megan Hammons

Kent State University Academic Achievement Award
   – Jaden Costilla

Kent State University Oscar Ritchie Memorial Scholarship
   – Jaden Costilla

OSU Morrill Excellence Scholarship – Marissa Terraza-Cobo

Penn State University Discover Award – Victoria Humberger

University of Toledo Merit Scholarship – Brianna Fraley